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Software License Agreement
BY INSTALLING THIS SOFTWARE, YOU ARE CONSENTING TO BE BOUND BY THIS AGREEMENT.
IF YOU DO NOT AGREE TO ALL OF THE TERMS OF THIS AGREEMENT, DO NOT INSTALL THE
PRODUCT.

Single User License Grant: Ludlum Measurements, Inc. ("Ludlum") and its suppliers grant to Customer
("Customer") a nonexclusive and nontransferable license to use the Ludlum software ("Software") in
object code form solely on a single central processing unit owned or leased by Customer or otherwise
embedded in equipment provided by Ludlum.

Customer may make one (1) archival copy of the Software provided Customer affixes to such copy all
copyright, confidentiality, and proprietary notices that appear on the original.

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY AUTHORIZED ABOVE, CUSTOMER SHALL NOT: COPY, IN WHOLE OR
IN PART, SOFTWARE OR DOCUMENTATION; MODIFY THE SOFTWARE; REVERSE COMPILE OR
REVERSE ASSEMBLE ALL OR ANY PORTION OF THE SOFTWARE; OR RENT, LEASE,
DISTRIBUTE, SELL, OR CREATE DERIVATIVE WORKS OF THE SOFTWARE.

Customer agrees that aspects of the licensed materials, including the specific design and structure of
individual programs, constitute trade secrets and/or copyrighted material of Ludlum. Customer agrees not
to disclose, provide, or otherwise make available such trade secrets or copyrighted material in any form to
any third party without the prior written consent of Ludlum. Customer agrees to implement reasonable
security measures to protect such trade secrets and copyrighted material. Title to Software and
documentation shall remain solely with Ludlum.

LIMITED WARRANTY. Ludlum warrants that for a period of ninety (90) days from the date of shipment
from Ludlum: (i) the media on which the Software is furnished will be free of defects in materials and
workmanship under normal use; and (ii) the Software substantially conforms to its published
specifications. Except for the foregoing, the Software is provided AS IS. This limited warranty extends
only to Customer as the original licensee. Customer's exclusive remedy and the entire liability of Ludlum
and its suppliers under this limited warranty will be, at Ludlum or its service center's option, repair,
replacement, or refund of the Software if reported (or, upon request, returned) to the party supplying the
Software to Customer. In no event does Ludlum warrant that the Software is error free or that Customer
will be able to operate the Software without problems or interruptions.

This warranty does not apply if the software (a) has been altered, except by Ludlum, (b) has not been
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installed, operated, repaired, or maintained in accordance with instructions supplied by Ludlum, (c) has
been subjected to abnormal physical or electrical stress, misuse, negligence, or accident, or (d) is used in
ultra hazardous activities.

DISCLAIMER. EXCEPT AS SPECIFIED IN THIS WARRANTY, ALL EXPRESS OR IMPLIED
CONDITIONS, REPRESENTATIONS, AND WARRANTIES INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY
IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE,
NONINFRINGEMENT OR ARISING FROM A COURSE OF DEALING, USAGE, OR TRADE
PRACTICE, ARE HEREBY EXCLUDED TO THE EXTENT ALLOWED BY APPLICABLE LAW. IN NO
EVENT WILL LUDLUM OR ITS SUPPLIERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY LOST REVENUE, PROFIT, OR
DATA, OR FOR SPECIAL, INDIRECT, CONSEQUENTIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR PUNITIVE DAMAGES
HOWEVER CAUSED AND REGARDLESS OF THE THEORY OF LIABILITY ARISING OUT OF THE
USE OF OR INABILITY TO USE THE SOFTWARE EVEN IF LUDLUM OR ITS SUPPLIERS HAVE
BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH.

DAMAGES. In no event shall Ludlum's or its suppliers' liability to Customer, whether in contract, tort
(including negligence), or otherwise, exceed the price paid by Customer. The foregoing limitations shall
apply even if the above-stated warranty fails of its essential purpose. SOME STATES DO NOT ALLOW
LIMITATION OR EXCLUSION OF LIABILITY FOR CONSEQUENTIAL OR INCIDENTAL DAMAGES.

The above warranty DOES NOT apply to any beta software, any software made available for testing or
demonstration purposes, any temporary software modules or any software for which Ludlum does not
receive a license fee. All such software products are provided AS IS without any warranty whatsoever.

This License is effective until terminated. Customer may terminate this License at any time by destroying
all copies of Software including any documentation. This License will terminate immediately without notice
from Ludlum if Customer fails to comply with any provision of this License. Upon termination, Customer
must destroy all copies of Software.

Software, including technical data, is subject to U.S. export control laws, including the U.S. Export
Administration Act and its associated regulations, and may be subject to export or import regulations in
other countries. Customer agrees to comply strictly with all such regulations and acknowledges that it has
the responsibility to obtain licenses to export, re-export, or import Software.

This License shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of the State of Texas,
United States of America, as if performed wholly within the state and without giving effect to the principles
of conflict of law. If any portion hereof is found to be void or unenforceable, the remaining provisions of
this License shall remain in full force and effect. This License constitutes the entire License between the
parties with respect to the use of the Software.
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Restricted Rights - Ludlum's software is provided to non-DOD agencies with RESTRICTED RIGHTS and its
supporting documentation is provided with LIMITED RIGHTS. Use, duplication, or disclosure by the
Government is subject to the restrictions as set forth in subparagraph "C" of the Commercial Computer
Software - Restricted Rights clause at FAR 52.227-19. In the event the sale is to a DOD agency, the
government's rights in software, supporting documentation, and technical data are governed by the restrictions
in the Technical Data Commercial Items clause at DFARS 252.227-7015 and DFARS 227.7202. Manufacturer
is Ludlum Measurements, Inc. 501 Oak Street Sweetwater, Texas 79556.
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1.0 Getting Started
General Description
Lumic 2 allows the user to connect to certain devices (currently the 3000, 3001, 3002, 3003(i), 3005,
3006, 3014, 30019, 3276, and 3078(i) - more to be added later) and customize and calibrate said
devices.
The Configuration version of the software is limited to only reading and writing parameters. The
Calibration version of the software has a Plateau Wizard to help with the calibration of the high voltage,
and a Detector Calibration Wizard to help determine the Calibration Constant, Dead Time, and Dead
Time Second Order parameters.
The software itself can be customized to a degree by the removal of values in either the main view or
the print (conditionally as well) and by modifying or adding ranges for Count, Dose, and Rate fields per
detector.
This software is fully compatible with:











3003
3014
3078
3000
3001
3002
3005
3006
3019
3276

This software is partly compatible with:


3277

Minimum Requirements






Supported Operating Systems: Windows 7 and higher (32-bit and 64-bit versions).
Computer with Intel or compatible 1 GHz or faster processor (2 GHz or faster is recommended).
Minimum of 256 MB of RAM (1 GB or more is recommended).
60 MB of free hard disk space
.Net Frameworks 4.5 or greater
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How to Run the Program
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Turn on the device.
Run Lumic software.
Log in. The default user name is “Admin” and the default password is “password.”
Plug the device into the computer via USB cable.
Click Connect to Instrument and wait for the parameters to be loaded.

2.0 Login
2.1 Login Window
This is the password screen that allows the user into the Lumic Software.

User Name
This is the user name to log in with. The default User Name is “Admin.”
Password
This is the password to log in with. The default Password is “password.”
Change Login
This allows the user to change the login user name and/or password.
Auto Login
Checking this will allow the user to skip logging in in the future. This will only be enabled after checking,
“Save User.” Checking this is effectively irreversible, as this screen will not show up after the first
successful login.
Save User
Checking this will save the last used user name and fill it in the next time the user starts the Lumic
software.
OK
Clicking this will check the user name and password and either (if the user name and password is
correct) close this window and open the Lumic Software, or show a pop-up window indicating the error.
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Cancel
This command closes this window.

2.2 Change Login Window
This allows the user to change the user name and password to log in with.

Current User Name
This is a current user name. If you will be updating the Login, this is the user name that will be
replaced.
Current Password
This is the password of the current user name.
Updated User Name
This is the new user name. If you will be updating the Login, this can be the same value if only the
password should be changed.
Updated Password
This is the new password. If you will be updating the Login, this can be the same value if only the
user name should be changed.
Copy over Rules/Settings
Checking this will attempt to copy over any modified Rules/Settings from the User Name used to
add a new User Name. This is done automatically if you are Updating an existing User Name.
Update
Clicking this will either update the user name and password (if everything was correct) or show a
pop-up window that indicates what was incorrect.
Add
Clicking this will either add new the user name and password (if everything was correct) or show a
pop-up window that indicates what was incorrect.
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Cancel
Clicking this closes the window without updated the user name and password.

3.0 Main Screen
3.1 Device Menu

File Menu
Disable Auto Login – This will disable the automatic login, if you need to change any login information
but can’t due to the LogIn screen being skipped via the Auto Login setting.
Help Menu
Change Log – This will display the current Change Log of the software, which is a history of any changes
done to the software. Any bolded List items indicate that said list was updated for that version, and
thus if you have made any changes to said list, please use the appropriate List Wizard to check or merge
the updates into your custom list.
Change Log – This will display the current Change Log of the software, which is a history of any changes
done to the software. Any bolded List items indicate that said list was updated for that version, and
thus if you have made any changes to said list, please use the appropriate List Wizard to check or merge
the updates into your custom list.
About – Shows the current version of the software.
Wizards Menu
List Wizards – This will open up the List Wizards for customizing the software. A device does not need
to be plugged in to use this feature. (See Wizards section for more information).
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Connect to the Instrument
Clicking this will connect to the device, load all parameters, and open the device’s Settings tab.
Reopen Settings
Clicking this will open the Settings Tab if it was closed accidentally.
Reload Instrument
Clicking this will reload all parameters, closing the old Settings tab and opening a new Settings tab.
Disconnect from Instrument
Clicking this will close the Settings tab and disconnect the device from the software. This is not required
to be done unless connecting to different Lumic Software without closing Lumic 2.

3.2 Device Settings Window

Device Parameters Tab
This is the screen that shows the programmatically generated display built from the device’s parameters
in combination with the Blacklist and Conditional Blacklist and potentially sorted with the Regular
Priority List.
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Top Menu
List Wizards
Selecting this will open a special version of the List Wizard that displays the wire names of the current
Instrument (See Wizards section for more information).
Print Parameters
Selecting this will print the parameters. This is also programmatically generated with the use of the Print
Blacklist, Print Conditional Blacklist, and Print Priority List.
Save to File
This saves the parameters to a file (either as an XML or Comma Separated Value file).
Load from File
This loads the parameters from a file (either as an XML or Comma Separated Value file).
Parameters
See Parameters Display.

Remote Display
This is either a general replication of the main display screen of the device along with its buttons, or a
generic fallback that should work well enough for what is needed. In order for the remote display to
update, the “Stream Display Checkbox” must be selected and the “Real-Time Stream Start” button
clicked.
Display
This is either a general replication of the main display screen of the device or a generic fallback version.
Stream Display
Checking this box will allow the streaming of the display data. This counts as a single parameter.
Buttons
This is a generic recreation of the buttons on the device (split into different options of press length,
typically ordered from the shortest to the longest. Right-clicking each button will open a menu that
allows the user to send a certain length of button press, if such press is desired.

Real-Time Stream
This starts and stops the real time streaming of parameters. For now, only up to seven parameters can
be streamed at one time.
Stream Time
This is the amount of seconds that one must wait during the device sending the real-time parameters
while streaming.
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Log to File
Checking this box will allow the user to also save the real-time stream as a Comma Separated Value file.
Start Button
Clicking this button will start the real-time streaming if any parameters are selected to be streamed.
Selecting the start button will automatically clear the “Raw Stream Data” if present.
Stop Button
Clicking this will end the real-time streaming.
Real-Time Parameters
This is a list of any real-time parameters being streamed.
Clear Raw Stream Data Button
Clicking this will clear the raw stream data.
Raw Stream Data
This is the raw stream of data. The value of each parameter selected will be streamed at the selected
stream time. Each value will be separated by a comma and will be in the order in which they were
selected. A time stamp is added at the beginning of each streamed record.

Bottom Menu
Save to Instrument
This saves any changed, valid values to the device.

3.3 Parameters Display
This is a description of how the display of the parameters is generated. It is an organized display of the
wire names. It is recommended to use the Wizards when possible, as this display does not understand
any semantic or logical connections, such as “Min” and “Max” values, but only the accepted ranges
provided by the device.
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Conversion from Wire Names
The display is built automatically from the device’s parameters (typically referred to as “Wire Names”
when in their raw format). These are broken apart and then grouped together based on each part.
To further explain, following is an example list of Wire Names:
Base_Tab[0]_Group1_Field1
Base_Tab[0]_Group1_Field2
Base_Tab[0]_Group2_Field3
Base_Tab[0]_Group2_Field4
Base_Tab[1]_Group1_Field1
Base_Tab[1]_Group1_Field2
Base_Tab[1]_Group2_Field3
Base_Tab[1]_Group2_Field4
OtherBase_Group3_Field5
OtherBase_Group3_Field6
OtherBase_BrokenUpName

Will be converted to:




Base (tab)
o Tab 1 (tab)
 Group 1 (group)
 Field 1 (field)
 Field 2 (field)
 Group 2 (group)
 Field 3 (field)
 Field 4 (field)
o Tab 2 (tab)
 Group 1 (group)
 Field 1 (field)
 Field 2 (field)
 Group 2 (group)
 Field 3 (field)
 Field 4 (field)
Other Base (tab)
o Broken Up Name (field)
o Group 3 (group)
 Field 5 (field)
 Field 6 (field)
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Each Wire Name is broken down based on underscores and added to a nested list of each chunk. Each
leaf is the bottom list of each chunk. Then each chunk is checked for ending with a number surrounded
by square brackets and is thus set as a tab – all chunks that are in the base list are set to tabs by default.
Finally, all chunks’ names are cleaned up to appear more readable, such as breaking up what seems to
be Camel Case names (CamelCaseField → Camel Case Field), turning any numeric tab names into
readable numbers ([0] → 1), etc.
When actually displayed, each collection of chunks is displayed in this order: Fields, Tabs, and Groups.
Tabs: Tabs tend to be either numeric portions of a parameter (such as Unit 1, Unit 2, etc.) or the base
portion of parameters (typically Dev or DetMem for most devices). Note that this does not include any
parameter that just happens to contain a number (such as DTC2).
Groups: Groups are portions of parameters that are shared by two or more parameters that aren’t
otherwise grouped into tabs.
Fields: Fields are the final part, representing the parameter itself. Each field can be one of several types,
based on its Meta Data information. All fields have a check box that will add it to the list of real-time
streaming values. As well as a red “X” that only appears when saving a value to the device, the device
reports some error not otherwise caught by the software.
Types of Fields:











Text Field - A general text field, which has a minimum and maximum number of
characters that can be input.
Selection Field - A drop-down box with all allowed values for the field.
Whole Number Field - A field that only accepts whole numbers (0, 1, 2, etc.).
Real Number Field - A field that only accepts real numbers (0, 0.3, 1, 1.5, 2.7, 2.1e-5,
etc.).
Checkbox Field - A simple check box field, which typically is enabling or disabling the
setting the parameter represents.
Multiple Choice Field - A collection of check boxes that represent a value that can be
made up of one or more parts.
SI Prefix Field - A field that consists of a real number and an SI Prefix (m, k, etc.).
SI Prefix Field (3 digits only) - A field that consists of a real number (with the restriction
of only allowing up to 3 significant digits) and an SI Prefix (m, k, etc.). If less than three
digits are entered, the missing digits will be post appended as decimal points.
Invalid Field - This would indicate that the Meta data could not be parsed correctly or
was not recognized. The best case scenario is that you might be using an older version
of the software that does not know about a new field type. This field can still be used,
but you should be careful in how you change the value. This will be displayed with an
orange background.
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Unknown Field - This would indicate that the Meta Data was never read in the first
place. This should only show up in older devices. Otherwise, a communication error
occurred and the instrument should be reloaded. This will be displayed with an orange
background.

4.0 List Wizard
The List Wizard provides a way to edit lists that allow the user to customize the main window. See the
following figure and definitions of all the buttons shown. Please note that once a list is edited it may be
necessary to “Reload the instrument” in order to see the changes.

C Button: All buttons marked “C” will open a Comparison Window that allows you to compare your
current version of the list if there are any changes to compare.
Blacklist Button: Clicking this will open the Blacklist editing screen.
Print Blacklist Button: Clicking this will open the Print Blacklist editing screen.
Conditional Blacklist Button: Clicking this will open the Conditional Blacklist editing screen.
Print Conditional Blacklist Button: Clicking this will open the Print Conditional Blacklist editing screen.
Read Only List Button: Clicking this will open the Read Only List editing screen.
Regular Priority List Button: Clicking this will open the Regular Priority List editing screen.
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Print Priority List Button: Clicking this will open the Print Priority List editing screen.
Dose Min/Mix Ranges Button: Clicking this will open the Dose Min/Max Ranges editing screen.
Rate Min/Mix Ranges Button: Clicking this will open the Rate Min/Max Ranges editing screen.
Scaler Min/Mix Ranges Button: Clicking this will open the Scaler Min/Max Ranges Button.
PID List Button: Clicking this will open the PID List editing screen.

4.1 Blacklist and Print Blacklist
This is a list of wire names that should not be shown on the main screen. These tend to be parameters
that are used by wizards that are not intended for general use. Since the wire names can be specified
with wildcard values, exceptions can also be specified.

Remove Button
Clicking this will remove the blacklist item.
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Wire Name
This is the wire name to blacklist. This can have one or more wildcard values, denoted by an asterisk (*).
This wildcard can represent any number of characters (including no characters).
For example, in the previous screenshot the last parameter blacklisted is DetMem[*]_Unit[*]_Enabled.
This is used to block the user from disabling any units for any detectors. The wildcard is used twice, first
to signify that this condition applies to all detectors [0-4] and also applies to all Units[0-2] for those
detectors.
Remove Button (within exception)
Clicking this will remove the exception to the blacklist.
Exception Wire Name
This is the wire name to exclude from the blacklist. This can also include wildcard values.
Add Exception Button
Clicking this will add a new exception to the blacklist item.
Add Button
Clicking this will add a new blacklist item.
Reset to Factory Rules Button
Clicking this will reset to the current settings to the Factory Rules.
Save Button
Clicking this will save any changes and returns to the main menu.
Return to Menu Button
Clicking this will return the user to the main menu.

4.2 Blacklist and Print Blacklist Comparer
This is a list of any differences between the current User’s Rules and the factory defaults. It will display
“No differences found” if there are no differences.
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Remove Checkbox
Checking this will remove the item from the user’s list.
Add Checkbox
Checking this will add the item to the user’s list.
Save Changes Button
Clicking this will save any changes and returns to the main menu.
Return to Menu Button
Clicking this will return user to main menu.

4.3 Blacklist and Print Blacklist With Parameters
This is the normal Blacklist and Print Blacklist along with a display of the parameters of the current
Instrument. It is similar in every way to the standard Blacklist and Print Blacklist Wizard.
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Parameter List
This is the list of parameters of the current Instrument.

4.4 Conditional Blacklist and Conditional Print Blacklist
This is a list of wire names that will not be shown on the main screen if it equals the given value. These
tend to be parameters that are inapplicable for the current settings of the device, such as disabled Units
or Hardware.
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Remove Button
Clicking this will remove the conditional blacklist item.
Wire Name (or prefix)
This is either the wire name to conditionally remove, or the initial part of a group of wire names that will
all be removed if the specified tail is equal to the value. This can have one or more wildcard values,
donated by an asterisk (*). This wildcard can represent any number of characters (including no
characters).
Wire Name (tail)
If this is filled in, then the combined value becomes the triggering value for all wire names that match
the prefix value. This can also include wildcard values.
Value
This is a conditional value that determines whether the wire name is not to be displayed.
Add Button
This adds a new conditional wire name.
Reset to Factory Rules Button
Clicking this will reset to the current settings to the Factory Rules.
Save Button
Clicking this will save any changes and returns to the main menu.
Return to Menu Button
Clicking this will return user to main menu.
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4.5 Conditional Blacklist and Print Blacklist Comparer
This is a list of any differences between the current User’s Rules and the Factory defaults. It will display
“No differences found.” if there are no differences.

Remove Checkbox
Checking this will remove the item from the user’s list.
Keep Selection
Select which version of the item to keep.
Add Checkbox
Checking this will add the item to the user’s list.
Save Changes Button
Clicking this will save any changes and returns to the main menu.
Return to Menu Button
Clicking this will return user to main menu.

4.6 Conditional Blacklist and Conditional Print Blacklist with Parameters
This is the normal Conditional Blacklist and Conditional Print Blacklist along with a display of the
parameters of the current Instrument. It is similar in every way to the standard Conditional Blacklist and
Conditional Print Blacklist Wizard.
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Parameter List
This is the list of parameters of the current Instrument.
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4.7 Read Only List
This is a list of wires names that should not be able to be set by the user, but only displayed to the user,
such as the current battery voltage. It is recommended, but not required, to contain all of the wire
names in the Black List. This recommendation is for when something was not intended to be seen, thus
it should likely not be able to be changed.

Remove Button
Clicking this will remove the read only item.
Wire Name
This is the wire name to make read only. It can have one or more wildcard values, denoted by an
asterisk (*). This wildcard can represent any number of characters (including no characters).
Add Button
Clicking this will add a new “read only” item.
Reset to Factory Rules Button
Clicking this will reset to the current settings to the Factory Rules.
Save Button
Clicking this will save any changes and returns to the main menu.
Return to Menu Button
Clicking this will return the user to main meu.
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4.8 Read Only List Comparer
This is a list of any differences between the current User’s Rules and the Factory defaults. It will display
“No differences found.” if there are no differences.

Remove Checkbox
Checking this will remove the item from the user’s list.
Add Checkbox
Checking this will add the item to the user’s list.
Save Changes Button
Clicking this will save any changes and returns to the main menu.
Return to Menu Button
Clicking this will return user to main menu.

4.9 Read Only List with Parameters
This is the normal Read Only List along with a display of the parameters of the current Instrument. It is
similar in every way to the standard Read Only List Wizard.
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Parameter List
This is the list of parameters of the current Instrument.

4.10 Regular Priority List and Print Priority List
This is a list of displayed items to be sorted to the top or bottom of the others in its collection of
displayed items. Since this works on display names rather than just wire names, this allows the user to
sort entire tabs and groups rather than just fields.
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Remove Button
Clicking this will remove the collection of display items.
‘-’ (Minus) Button
Clicking this will remove the current display item from the collection.
Display Item
This is the name of the display item. This can have one or more wildcard values, denoted by an asterisk
(*). This wildcard can represent any number of characters (including no characters). Each subsequent
item is one that is directly nested within the previous one.
‘→’ (arrow) button
Clicking this will add a new display item in the collection.
Priority Selection
This is the priority of the display item. “High” will group all items marked as such within the same display
parent to the right or and/or above other items, as appropriate. “Low” will group all items marked as
such within the same display parent to the left of and/or below other items, as appropriate.
Add Button
Clicking this will add a new collection of display items.
Reset to Factory Rules Button
Clicking this will reset to the current settings to the Factory Rules.
Save Button
Clicking this will save any changes and returns to the main menu.
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Return to Menu Button
Clicking this will return the user to the main menu.

4.11 Priority List and Print Priority Comparer
This is a list of any differences between the current User’s Rules and the factory defaults. It will display
“No differences found” if there are no differences.

Remove Checkbox
Checking this will remove the item from the user’s list.
Keep Selection
Select which version of the item to keep.
Add Checkbox
Checking this will add the item to the user’s list.
Save Changes Button
Clicking this will save any changes and returns to the main menu.
Return to Menu Button
Clicking this will return user to main menu.
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4.12 Regular Priority List and Print Priority List with Parameters
This is the normal Regular Priority List and Print Priority List along with a display of the parameters of
the current Instrument. It is similar in every way to the standard Regular Priority List and Print Priority
List Wizard.

Parameter List
This is the list of parameters of the current Instrument. Bolded items are representations of items that
are parents of the indented items.
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4.13 Dose Min/Max Ranges, Rate Min/Max Ranges, and Scaler Min/Max
Ranges
This is a list of known instrument model specific minimum and maximum values that said instrument can
read.

Remove Button
Clicking this will remove the instrument model and its ranges.
Model Name
This is the name of the model for the special ranges.
Remove Button (within Special Ranges)
Clicking this will remove the special range from the list of ranges.
Maximum Value
This is the maximum value for the range, from 0.00 to 999.
Maximum Value SI Prefix Selection
This is the maximum value’s SI prefix, such as “µ” or “k”. “None” is used for no prefix.
Minimum Value Selection
This is the minimum value, restricted to “0.00,” “00.0,” “000,” and “0”. The single zero is there to let the
Wizard know to not allow decimal places for the minimum value. This is generally useful for count and
count-like units where it would be impossible to have a half of a value.
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Minimum Value SI Prefix Selection
This is the minimum value’s SI prefix, such as “µ” or “k”. “None” is used for no prefix.
Unit
This is the unit for the range.
Add Special Range Button
This adds a new special range for the model
Add Button
This adds a new model with special ranges to respect.
Reset to Factory Rules Button
Clicking this will reset to the current settings to the Factory Rules.
Save Button
Clicking this will save any changes and returns to the main menu.
Return to Menu Button
Clicking this will return the user to the main menu.

4.14 Dose Min/Max Ranges, Rate Min/Max Ranges, and Scaler Min/Max Range
Comparer
This is a list of any differences between the current User’s Rules and the factory defaults. It will display
“No differences found” if there are no differences.

Remove Checkbox
Checking this will remove the item from the user’s list.
Keep Selection
Select which version of the item to keep.
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Add Checkbox
Checking this will add the item to the user’s list.
Save Changes Button
Clicking this will save any changes and returns to the main menu.
Return to Menu Button
Clicking this will return user to main menu.

4.15 PID List
This is the list of Product ID values to identify Lumic compatible Ludlum instruments.

Remove Button
This removes the Product ID from the list.
Number Type Selection
This is the type of number the Product ID is entered in. “Binary” for 1s and 0s, “Octal” for 0-7, “Decimal”
for 0-9 (typical numbers), and finally “Hexadecimal” for 0-f or 0-F.
Product ID Value
This is the Product ID to use. This must be numeric digits only, with an optional prefix of “0x” or “0X” for
hexadecimal numbers.
Add Button
This adds a new Product ID to the list.
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Reset to Factory Rules Button
Clicking this will reset to the current settings to the Factory Rules.
Save Button
Clicking this will save any changes and returns to the main menu.
Return to Menu Button
Clicking this will return the user to the main menu.

4.16 PID List Comparer
This is a list of any differences between the current User’s Rules and the ractory defaults. It will display
“No differences found” if there are no differences.

Remove Checkbox
Checking this will remove the item from the user’s list.
Add Checkbox
Checking this will add the item to the user’s list.
Save Changes Button
Clicking this will save any changes and returns to the main menu.
Return to Menu Button
Clicking this will return user to main menu.
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5.0 Possible Wizards
5.1 Possible Buttons and Wizards
Simple Button Wizards
These “Wizards” are simply buttons that will set certain parameters to appropriate values.
Set to Clock (if Applicable for Real Time Clock Group)
This sets the real-time clock parameters to the current system time.
Set to Clock (if Applicable for Calibration Time Group)
This sets the calibration time parameters to the current system time.
Set both to Clock (Applicable if Real Time Clock and Calibration Time are in the Same Group)
This sets the real-time clock and calibration time parameters to the current system time.
Set Min and Max from Mix/Max Range (if Applicable for Rate)
This sets the rate’s minimum and maximum value to the values that the Rate Min Max Wizard uses, if it
can be found. Note that the user should select the desired unit type (R/h or Sv/h) before selecting this
Simple Button Wizard.
Set to Disabled (if Applicable for Calibration Time Group)
This sets the calibration time parameters to zero to indicate it is disabled.

Full Wizards
These “wizards” open their own windows.
Run Plateau (if Applicable for the Detector Memory)
See Plateau.
Run Detector Cal (if Applicable for the Detector Memory)
See Detector Cal. A different version of this button will show up based on what can be set for the
device. The user may choose whichever is appropriate for their needs.
Full is for calibrating all three parameters (Calibration Constant, Dead Time, and Dead Time Second
Order) if the user expects to have both low readings and very high readings (e.g. approximately 100
μR/h to 1000 R/h).
Cal Const and Dead Time is for calibrating just those two parameters (Dead Time Second Order, if
present, will be set to zero when saved) if the user expects to have low readings and high readings (e.g.
approximately 100 μR/h to 10 R/h).
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Cal Const Only is for calibrating just the Calibration Constant (Dead Time and Dead Time Second Order, if
present, will be set to zero when saved) if the user expects just low readings (e.g. approximately 100
μR/h to 100 mR/h).
Cal Const and Fixed Dead Time is for calibrating just the Calibration Constant with a known Dead Time
value, typically for neutron detectors and some scintillator detectors, (Dead Time Second Order, if
present, will be set to zero when saved) if the user expects to have low readings and high readings (e.g.
approximately 100 μR/h to 10 R/h).
Dose Min Wizard (if Applicable for Dose)
See Dose Min Wizard.
Rate Min Max Wizard (if Applicable for Rate)
See Rate Min Max Wizard or Rate Min Max Zero Only Wizard (as appropriate).
Count Min Wizard (if Applicable for Count)
See Count Min Wizard or Count Min Max Zero Only Wizard (as appropriate).
Unit Min Max Wizard (if Applicable for Unit)
See Unit Min Max Wizard.

5.2 Plateau Wizard
Plateau Procedure
Selecting this option will open a window that will lead you through a plateau procedure, which is
commonly done to find the desired operating voltage for a particular detector. This procedure involves
taking measurements with the detector at different voltages. The measurements at each voltage may
include no radiation source (just background radiation), and/or one or more radiation sources. For
example, a typical plateau for a scintillator detector might involve taking data from 600 to 1000 Vdc and
measuring background radiation and a radiation source 241Am.
The criteria for determining the desired operating voltage is up to the user, so this Plateau Wizard
merely automates the measurement process.
How to Take a Plateau with Background Readings
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Set the Fields as needed.
Ensure the Does not take Background checkbox is unchecked.
Add, remove, or edit the sources as needed.
Click the Start button.
Move all sources out of the range of the detector.
Click the OK button.
a. Position the indicated source appropriately.
b. Click the OK button.
c. Repeat.
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7. Review the readings to find the optimal high voltage.
8. Either click on the button with the optimal high voltage, or type in the desired high voltage.
9. Click the Send button.
How to Take a Plateau without Background Readings
1.
2.
3.
4.

Set the Fields as needed.
Ensure the Does not take Background checkbox is checked.
Add, remove, or edit the sources as needed.
Click the Start button.
a. Position the indicated source appropriately.
b. Click the OK button.
c. Repeat.
5. Review the readings to find the optimal high voltage.
6. Either click the button with the optimal high voltage, or type in the desired high voltage.
7. Click the Send button.
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How to Retake One or More Plateau Readings
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Take a plateau.
Click the Retake button.
Check the check boxes on the right of any readings you wish to retake.
Click the Retake Selected button.
The program will now take the plateau again, but only take the readings that you indicated.

How to Change the HV Range of a Plateau
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Take a plateau.
Click the Adjust HV Range button.
Click the + and – buttons next to the Starting and Ending voltages to change them as desired.
Click the Accept Changes button.
If needed, the program will take the plateau again, but only take the readings for the new
voltages.

How to Take a Uniformity Check after a Plateau
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Take a Plateau.
If this is an alpha/beta device, select the type of the source to take a Uniformity Check.
Click the Run Uniformity Check (a new window will pop up).
Adjust the Uniformity Settings as needed.
Click the Run button.
Follow the instructions.
Click the Accept button.

Screen Descriptions
Plateau Procedure Setup
It is recommended to already have the appropriate detector connected, and the appropriate detector
selection on the instrument active before beginning the Wizard.
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Section 1
Clear All: Clicking this button will clear out all of the fields except source information.
Load Plateau from Previous Run: Clicking this will load up the data from the last plateau ran and
switches to the Plateau screen.
Loat Plateau: Clicking this will load the data of a previously saved plateau and switches to the Plateau
screen.
Section 2
Model: The model information as reported by the instrument. The detector’s model may be blank. This
does not affect the procedure.
Serial Number: The serial number as reported by the instrument. The detector’s serial number may be
blank. This does not affect the procedure.
Section 3
Detector Preset: The currently selected detector settings or detector, if it has one.
Section 4
Channel: This is the name of the channel if applicable.
Threshold: This is the minimum voltage value for a pulse to be counted.
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Window: This is the maximum voltage value for a pulse to be counted, if present.
Section 5
Order Number: This is the order number to help identify a specific plateau. This can be left blank.
Customer: This is the customer identifier to, again, help identify a specific plateau. This can be left blank.
Starting High Voltage: This is the lowest (and initial) high voltage which to test.
Ending High Voltage: This is the highest (and final) high voltage which to test. This value must be higher
than the starting high voltage.
Voltage Increment: This is the amount the high voltage will change per step. This must be divisible by
the different of the starting and ending high voltages. For example, 20 would be a valid value for 500
and 600 (which would make the steps 500, 520, 540, 560, 580, and 600), but 30 would not be a valid
value (which would make the steps 500, 530, 560, 590, and either 600 or 620).
Does Not Take Background: This is the option to not take background readings. When the checkbox is
checked, no background readings will be taken, and if unchecked, background readings will be taken
based on the background count time that was entered.
Background Count Time (Sec): This is the amount of time to take the background readings for each step.
Count Rate Display: This sets the number of decimal places to be displayed for the count rates. Note: If
Counts is selected, no decimal positions will be displayed.
Distance to Source: This is a note to indicate the distance between source and detector while taking a
reading.
Notes: This field allows the user to record extra information. Common notes tend to be the length of the
cable between the instrument and the detector or the specific location the plateau was taken.
Source(s): This is the list of sources the procedure will use to display the plateau. See Section 6 for more
details.
Section 6
“+” Button: Clicking this button will add a new source to the list.
Name: This is the name of the source.
ID: This is the ID of the source.
Type: This is the radiation type of the source. Used by multi-channel to choose which channel is the base
channel for cross talk, and if selected, efficiency.
Activity: This is the reading of the source. It must be entered to calculate standard efficiency, as cps/µCi.
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Efficiency: If selected, this will also calculate the chosen type of efficiency. The choices are (net is
treated as merely the source if not background is taken):




Standard Efficiency: Activity Disintegrations per Second/Net Counts per Second.
Q Factor: Net Counts in 6 seconds/√Background Counts in 6 seconds. Note that this selection is
ignored if no background is taken.
Cps/µCi: Net Counts per Second/Activity in µCi.

Count Time (Sec): This is the amount of time, in seconds, to take a reading from the source.
‘-‘ Button: Clicking this button will remove this source from the list.
Section 7
Start: Clicking this button will start the Plateau Procedure. If any of the necessary information is invalid,
error text will appear next to it and describe what is potentially wrong.
Cancel: Clicking this button will close the Wizard.

Plateau Procedure Readings

Section 1
Detector: This is the currently connected detector.
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Original HV: This is the high voltage value the device had before the beginning of the plateau procedure.
Current HV: This is the current high voltage.
Section 2
Run: Clicking this button will run the plateau when it is paused.
Pause: Clicking this button will pause a running plateau.
Cancel: Clicking this button will cancel a running plateau.
Retake: Clicking this button will let you retake one or more readings as needed.
Adjust HV Range: Clicking this button will let you change the high voltage range (the starting and ending
voltage (as needed).
Print: Clicking this button will print the plateau.
Save as CSV: Clicking this button will save the plateau as a CSV file.
Save: Clicking this will let the user save the plateau data to be loaded later.
Uniformity Check Source Selection: This is the selection for the type of uniformity check, if applicable.
Run Uniformity Check: Clicking this will open a sub window and allow the user to go through a
uniformity check to ensure that readings on the heel and toe of the detector are within some tolerance.
Section 3
Status: This is the current status of the plateau procedure.
Section 4
Switch: Clicking this button will switch the view of the plateau data between a chart and a graph.
Plateau Chart: This is the data gathered during the plateau procedure. It is displayed as either a table
(the plateau chart) or a line graph (the plateau graph). You can click on a button in the plateau chart to
easily select a desired high voltage.
Section 5
Send High Voltage: Clicking this button will send the selected high voltage to the device.
Selected High Voltage: This is the value of the high voltage to send to the device.
Section 6
Back: Clicking this button will take you back to the Plateau Procedure Setup. This will cause the program
to forget all plateau data. You will be asked to confirm this choice due to the loss of data.
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Retake Plateau Procedure

Section 1
Retake Plateau: This is the retake plateau selection menu. Check the checkboxes on the right of any
reading you wish to retake. Clicking the checkbox to the right of the background (if there) or a source,
will select all readings for that source. Clicking the checkbox to the right of a high voltage will select all
readings for that voltage.
Section 2
Retake Selected: Clicking this button will close the window and retake the selected readings.
Cancel: Clicking this button will close the window, but not retake any readings.
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Adjusting HV Range of a Plateau

Section 1
Starting Voltage: This is the starting voltage. Clicking the + and – buttons will increase and decrease the
starting voltage respectively.
Ending Voltage: This is the ending voltage. Clicking the + and – buttons will increase and decrease the
ending voltage respectively.
Section 2
Adjust Ranged Plateau: This is a display of the plateau with the new voltage range.
Section 3
Accept Changes: Clicking this button will close the window, taking any new readings as needed.
Cancel: Clicking this button will close the window, but not modify the plateau.
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Plateau Print Text Confirmation

Section 1
Order Number: This is the order number to help identify a specific plateau. This can be left blank.
Customer: This is the customer identifier, again, to help identify a specific plateau. This can be left blank.
Distance to Source: This is a note to indicate the distance between source and detector while taking a
reading.
Note: This field allows the user to record extra information. Common notes tend to be the length of the
cable between the instrument and the detector or the specific location the plateau was taken.
Section 2
Accept Changes: Clicking this button will close the window, and the printed plateau will have the
modified text.
Keep Original: Clicking this button will close the window, but not modify the text in the print.
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Uniformity Check
Uniformity Check Setup

Section 1
High Voltage: This is the current high voltage to use.
Background: This is the background reading, if applicable.
Do not take Background: This is the option to not take background readings. When the checkbox is
checked, no background readings will be taken, and if unchecked, background readings will be taken on
the background count time that was entered.
Section 2
Selected: This is the selected source to use. This is either one of the sources used in the plateau or
“Uniformity Source,” which allows the user to enter in a new source to use.
Reading: This is the reading of said source, if applicable.
Name: This is the name of the source.
ID: This is the ID of the source.
Activity: This is the activity of the source.
Source Type: This is the type of the source.
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Count Time: This is the amount of time to count to take the readings.
Efficiency: This is the efficiency of the source, if applicable.
Section 3
Cancel: This cancels taking the uniformity check and closes the window.
Run: This runs the uniformity check.

Uniformity Check Running

Section 1
Status: This is the current status of the uniformity check.
Section 2
Previous Data: This is the previously taken data, if any.
Data to be Taken: This is the data to be taken, if any.
Section 3
Cancel: Clicking this cancels the uniformity check and closed the window.
Pause: Clicking this pauses the uniformity check.
Resume: Clicking this resumes the uniformity check (from a pause).
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Back: Clicking this goes back to the previous screen (setup for results as appropriate).

Uniformity Check Results

Section 1
Background: This is the background reading, if applicable.
Retake: Clicking this retakes the background, if applicable.
Section 2
Net Reading: This is the net reading of the part of the uniformity check, as well as the average of all
readings.
Efficiency: This is the efficiency of the step, if applicable.
% Change from Average: This is the percent change from the average.
Retake: Clicking this retakes the part of the uniformity check.
Section 3
Cancel: Clicking this will cancel the uniformity check that closes the window.
Back: Clicking this goes back to the setup screen.
Accept: This accepts the values calculated and closes the window.
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5.3 Detector Calibration Wizard
Gamma Exposure/Dose Calibration Wizard

How to Calibrate an Instrument
It is recommended to already have the appropriate detector connected, and the appropriate detector
selection on the instrument active before beginning.
1. Set the Fields as needed.
2. Click the Start button.
a. Place the detector at the indicated field.
b. Click the Take Reading button.
c. When prompted, click the Continue button.
d. Repeat as needed.
3. Review the Calculated Coefficient Settings.
4. Click Send.
Detector Calibration Setup

Section 1
Model: This is the model information as reported by the instrument. The detector’s model may be
blank. This does not affect the procedure.
Serial Number: This is the serial number as reported by the instrument. The detector’s serial number
may be blank. This does not affect the procedure.
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Section 2
Active Detector: This is the currently selected detector settings or detector. This is not shown if the
instrument does not support storing multiple detector settings or detectors.
Count Rate Units: This is how the count rate is displayed.
R to SV Conversion Factor: Different radiation sources may have a different conversion from Roentgens
(Exposure Rate) to Sieverts (Dosage Equivalent). This conversion is only used if you choose a Sievert field
intensity. The default is 0.0106 (appropriate for 137Cs calibrations).
Section 3
Fields: This is the name of each field to test.
Intensity: This is the intensity (in either Roentgens or Sieverts) of the field.
Count Time (Sec): This is the amount of time to take a reading in this field, in seconds.
Enabled: If available, this allows you to skip taking a reading at the given field, at the cost of the related
coefficient always being calculated as zero.
Section 4
Close: Clicking this button will close the Wizard.
Start: Clicking this button will start the Detector Calibration Wizard. If any of the necessary information
is invalid, an error text will appear next to it and describe what is potentially wrong.
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Detector Calibration Reading

Section 1
Status: This is the current status of the reading.
Time Remaining: This is the time remaining to finish the current reading.
Current Field: This is the current field strength.
Section 2
This section displays any readings that were previously taken for this calibration. If there hasn’t been any
readings taken previously, then this section does not appear.
Section 3
This section displays any readings that have yet to be taken. If there are no more steps to be taken, then
this section does not appear.
Section 4
Cancel: Clicking this button will cancel the current field reading and return you to either the setup
screen or results screen as appropriate.
Retake: Clicking this button will restart the current reading.
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Detector Calibration Results

Section 1
This section displays a summary of the taken readings. You may click the Retake button to retake that
field, and only that field.
Section 2
This section displays the calculated coefficients and allows you to modify them if need be.
Section 3
Recalculate: Clicking this button will reset the coefficients to the originally calculated values.
Print: Clicking this button will print the information.
Send: Clicking this will send the coefficients to the device. If the coefficients are invalid, an error text will
display and explain what seems to be wrong.
Section 4
Close: Clicking this will close the Wizard.
Setup: Clicking this will return the Wizard to the setup screen, allowing you to retake the detector
calibration for this instrument.

5.4 Dose Min Wizard
This Wizard provides a way to set the dose minimum value that can utilize a known list of minimum and
maximum allowed values for given Detector models to better constrain the minimum value.
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Choose Model
This allows the user to choose from any known preset limits. If the originally selected detector model is
not found in the preset list (or the units are not found in the preset list), it is added automatically with
the limits of the device.
Min Value
This is the minimum value, which is constrained by both the preset list and the dev ice’s constraints.
Save
When clicking this, the program attempts to save the value to the device. If successful, the window will
close.
Exit
Selecting this closes the window.

5.5 Rate Min Max Wizard
This Wizard provides a way to set the Rate Minimum and Maximum values that can utilize a known list
of minimum and maximum allowed values for the given detector models to better constrain the values.

Choose Model
This allows the user to choose from any known preset limits. If the originally selected model is not found
in the preset list (or the units are not found in the preset list), it is added automatically with the limits of
the device.
Max Value
This is the maximum value, which is constrained by both the preset list and the device’s constraints.
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Min Value
This is the minimum value, which is constrained by both the preset list and the device’s constraints.
Save
When clicking this, the program attempts to save the value to the device. If successful, the window will
close.
Exit
Selecting this closes the window.

5.6 Rate Min Max Wizard (Zero Min Value Only)
This version of the Rate Min Max Wizard is for devices that only allow the Min Value to be zero,
represented by a drop-down list of currently valid values.

Choose Model
This allows the user to choose from any known preset limits. If the originally selected model is not found
in the preset list (or the units are not found in the preset list), it is added automatically with the limits of
the device.
Max Value
This is the maximum value, which is constrained by both the preset list and the device’s constraints.
Min Value
This is the minimum value, which is constrained by both the preset list and the device’s constraints.
Save
When clicking this, the program attempts to save the value to the device. If successful, the window will
close.
Exit
Selecting this closes the window.
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5.7 Count Min Wizard
This Wizard provides a way to set the Count Minimum value that can utilize a known list of minimum
and maximum allowed values for the given detector models to better constrain the minimum value.

Choose Model
This allows the user to choose from any known preset limits. If the originally selected detector model is
not found in the preset list (or the units are not found in the preset list), it is added automatically with
the limits of the device.
Min Value
This is the minimum value, which is constrained by both the preset list and the dev ice’s constraints.
Save
When clicking this, the program attempts to save the value to the device. If successful, the window will
close.
Exit
Selecting this closes the window.

5.8 Count Min Wizard (Zero Min Value Only)
This version of the Count Min Wizard is for devices that only allow the Min Value to be zero,
represented by a drop-down list of currently valid values.

Choose Model
This allows the user to choose from any known preset limits. If the originally selected detector model is
not found in the preset list (or the units are not found in the preset list), it is added automatically with
the limits of the device.
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Min Value
This is the minimum value, which is constrained by both the preset list and the dev ice’s constraints.
Save
When clicking this, the program attempts to save the value to the device. If successful, the window will
close.
Exit
Selecting this closes the window.

5.9 Unit Min Max Wizard
This Wizard provides a way to set the Dose Minimum Value, Rate Minimum and Maximum Values, and
Scaler Minimum value that can utilize a known list of minimum and maximum allowed values for the
given detector models to better constrain the values.

Choose Model
This allows the user to choose from any known preset limits. If the originally selected model is not found
in the preset list (or the units are not found in the preset list), it is added automatically with the limits of
the device.
Dose Min Value
This is the minimum value, which is constrained by both the preset list and the device’s constraints.
Rate Max Value
This is the maximum value, which is constrained by both the preset list and the device’s constraints.
Rate Min Value
This is the minimum value, which is constrained by both the preset list and the device’s constraints.
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Scaler Min Value
This is the minimum value, which is constrained by both the preset list and the device’s constraints.
Save
When clicking this, the program attempts to save the value to the device. If successful, the window will
close.
Exit
Selecting this closes the window.
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